Dear Graduates and Friends of Yale Law School,

As my first year as Dean closes, I marvel at the unique vantage point this position gives me into every face of our community: our students, our faculty and staff, and our loyal alumni. But what I treasure most are the values we collectively share.

One quality I have consistently found in our graduates is a willingness to take chances. This point emerged vividly from the newly inaugurated Dean’s Program on the Profession, at which distinguished alumni who have pursued imaginative careers encourage our students to think more creatively about their own. In this magazine, you will read of other alumni who have created industries where none previously existed, and of a journalist who started a journal of opinion while still in law school. You will read of first-year Procedure students who testified before the Federal Rules Committee about the proposed e-discovery rules, and of professors who asked the question asked daily by Professor Ian Ayres—“Why Not?”—to think creatively about improving Social Security and environmental performance.


Dear Graduates and Friends of Yale Law School,

Above all, Yale Law School is a community of values. If standing up for principle means free to visit campus, to recruit our students, and to arrange to meet with interested students at the Law School or elsewhere. In 2002, however, the federal government threatened to cut off more than $300 million in Yale’s federal funding, constructing a law called the Solomon Amendment to charge the Law School with illegally denying access to military recruiters. This fall, the Supreme Court will hear FAIR v. Rumsfeld, brought by a consortium of law schools and law faculties to challenge this legal interpretation. In a parallel suit brought by individual Yale Law School faculty and students, the federal district court in Bridgeport has held unconstitutional and permanently enjoined the Defense Department’s enforcement of the Solomon Amendment against us. (For more information, see our website.)

These lawsuits will stimulate intense debate, inside and outside our community, on the question whether the government may constitutionally require us, as a condition of federal funding, to promote a message of employment discrimination.
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